Together We Are Better
The Time For Inclusion is Now!

Coloring Book

Sponsored by the following organizations:
The Arc Maryland, with its statewide partners, provides a school inclusion program called “Together We’re Better” (TWB). The objective of the program is to raise awareness of the value and importance of inclusion of students with disabilities. The program involves a 4-way partnership with the Maryland State Department of Education, the Maryland Developmental Disabilities Council, the Maryland Department of Disabilities, and The Arc Maryland along with program support from People on the Go of Maryland. This year, the TWB partnership added a high school drawing contest where high school students from all over the state of Maryland were invited to create coloring book page designs on the theme of inclusion.

Together we can create the change we wish to see in the world, where children with intellectual and developmental disabilities are fully included in all aspects of life with their peers, and have equal opportunities for success! Congratulations to the High School Students who contributed drawings to our School Year 2020-2021 "Together We’re Better Coloring Book." Enjoy!
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Together We Are A Team!
Together We Soar!
Together
Everyone Can Succeed!
Together We Can Do Great Things!
Together We Belong!
Together We Grow!
Together We Are
More Alike Than Different!
Together

We Are Better!